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Description
Dear Krisp-Team
We're deeply impressed by you noise cancelling app. Currently we're working on a streaming solution (based on antmedia.io) for our
seminars and lectures (University of Zurich).
1) Is it possible to implement KRISP centrally on a streaming server? Best would be a linux version of KRISP where we can start one
KRISP process for a given virtual room. If this is not possible/available, another way might be to use Windows based virtual
machines (with KRISP) per virtual room.
2) Licensing: We would like to start with 5 midrange seminar rooms (60 places=participants) in autumn semester (due to covid19,
the rooms are not allowed to be full placed). This means one virtual conference room with ~60 participants, 5 days a week, working
hours. How would be the price?
Thanks and again congratulations to your great product.
CU
Carsten
Related issues:
Related to SeminarLive - Support #10994: Mic Test / Vergleich: Devio DCM-1, L...

Closed
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History
#1 - 11.08.2020 17:33 - Carsten Rose
- Status changed from New to Rejected

Hey there,
Noticed you were interested in taking a look at Krisp, so I wanted to introduce myself as a resource to you.
Would you have a few minutes to connect? If not via email is fine too. You can pick a time on my calendar (
https://krisp.orcharon.com/c/bkremerkrisp-ai) if that works best for you.
Looking forward to connecting.
PS...here's a cool Verizon video about Krisp. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXcaQuL5jZw
Thanks,
Brian
-Brian Kremer | Account Executive | Krisp.ai
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#2 - 16.08.2020 12:39 - Carsten Rose
Kurzer Test mit Devio DCM-1 und
Krisp Desktop App
Krisp Google Chrome Browser App
Das Stoergeraesch war ein Staubsauger (ziemlich laut).
Mehrere Zuhoerer bestaetigen, dass sie den Krisp Sound schlechter verstehen konnten als das Orginal + Staubsauger.
Aktuell wird der Einsatz von KRISP nicht weiter geplant.

#3 - 16.08.2020 12:40 - Carsten Rose
- Related to Support #10994: Mic Test / Vergleich: Devio DCM-1, Logitech BCC950, Laptop intern added
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